Dear Friends,

We have been researching how to proceed on Your Quest. The first surprising thing we discovered is that Your Quest is not so much about you. It is about the kind of unanswered Question you intentionally hold inside of yourself as a nuisance.

Then, wherever you go, whoever you are with, whatever you are doing, this unanswered Question inside of you creates a Meta-Conversation, a ‘Meta-Life’, call it a ‘Meta-Necessity’ if you will. Holding your unanswered Question – not in your mind, but rather
deep in your belly near your Energetic Center – causes your day-to-day life to split out into two lives!

One life is your ‘ordinary life’, which carries on as usual following the Traditions, Assumptions, Conclusions, and taboos of the ordinary world, fulfilling your ordinary needs.

Directly next to your ordinary life, at the same time and in the same circumstances, appears an extraordinary parallel life, thriving on the extraordinary need to call in answers, solutions, or possibilities to satisfy the requests of your extraordinary Question.

An excellent film to watch that demonstrates the value of having this parallel life is called Secret Society from Imogen Kimmel in 2000.

The unanswered nature of the Question generates a kind of magnetic force field, an ‘ionic’ charge – functioning as a ‘Quest-Ion’ – which attracts or repels opportunities, coincidences, resources, clarity, and connections for the purpose of relieving the unbalance of carrying that unanswered Question inside you.

It is delightful to explore in your Possibility Team what sort of Quest-Ion you might want to be carrying around within you. For example, if your Quest-Ion is unconscious, perhaps formulated something like, “How will I survive this month?” or, “Why do things never work out for me?” or, “What’s for lunch?” then these are the sorts of resources that will be pulled into your world.

“How will I survive this month?” Same as last month: barely…
“Why do things never work out for me?” I don’t know…
“What’s for lunch?” Now that is an interesting question!

But if your Team can help you refine your Quest-Ion to resonate with your Path and Your Quest, then you might start encountering more extraordinary opportunities. For example, if you carry a bold Quest-Ion like, “Who wants to build a Bridge-House with me?” or, “What happens next in the transformational archearchy filmscript I am writing?” or, “How can I most effectively subvert this irrelevant corporate gameworld?”, suddenly forces beyond your imagination come to your aid, and the game is afoot!

Wishing you a high adventure!

Your PM Newsletter Team
Possibilitators Projects...
... that you might care about

FILM

AMANITA
by Nikhil Konrad

'AMANITA' is a project using the medium of Film as a container for Memetic distinctions and accessible tools from the context of Possibility Management. In other words, it is Bridge to what else is possible right now.

Listen to a video Introduction of the project by Nikhil Konrad here.

The AMANITA crew is asking for the contribution (financial and otherwise) from Possibilitators and Possibility Managers around the world to complete their project. You can join the support Team by making a donation, following which you will have access to the Creative Collaboration AMANITA Telegram group.

Visit AMANITA

CENTER

Ontree Center
by Ana Norambuena and Tristan Girdwood
Ana and Tristan have been holding and navigating space for the Ontree Center for more than a year and a half before they realized what they were doing.

Now, they are making it official! The Ontree Center has a name, a logo, and an upcoming website! The next Evolutionary step for the Ontree Center is to secure their physical location in Takaka, New Zealand (Aotearoa) as a base for the ongoing projects and services to have a safe space to grow.

You can contribute to this next Evolution step for the Ontree Center by helping them buy a branch of the tree.

Please contact Ana and Tristan here for more information.

Visit Ana's website

Possibility Management Shirt-Shop!

The Possibility Management Spreadshirt Shop is now open!

A store full of possibilities: Here you can find PM t-shirts, sweaters and accessories in different designs and distinctions.
The store was opened by Lisa Kuchenmeister, who discovered great joy in bringing valuable distinctions to the world through the T-Shirts. More designs are on their way.

Click below to go to the Store ↓

**Discover the PM Shop!**

---

**Next Culture Radio**

Next Culture's Voices - bridges to Archearchy: regenerative human cultures of archetypally initiated adult women creatively collaborating with archetypally initiated adult men. How to get there yourself, now.

Find the recordings of the Study Group Radiant Joy Brilliant Love, the latest worktalk by Possibilitators, the 'old tapes' from Clinton, and more

Click below to go to the Radio ↓

**Listen to Next Culture Radio**

---

**Join the Possibility Management Community on Telegram**

[Telegram Group](#) is where
you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDICv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLPGU-Cz

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjh5pa

Subscribe to the Possibility Management Newsletter at https://possibilitymanagement.org/ (page all the way down)

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.